Optimal choices benefit from previous learning. However, it is not clear how previously learned stimuli influence behavior to novel but similar stimuli. One possibility is to generalize based on the similarity between learned and current stimuli. Here, we use neuroscientific methods and a novel computational model to inform the question of how stimulus generalization is implemented in the human brain. Behavioral responses during an intradimensional discrimination task showed similarity-dependent generalization. Moreover, a peak shift occurred, i.e., the peak of the behavioral generalization gradient was displaced from the rewarded conditioned stimulus in the direction away from the unrewarded conditioned stimulus. To account for the behavioral responses, we designed a similarity-based reinforcement learning model wherein prediction errors generalize across similar stimuli and update their value. We show that this model predicts a similarity-dependent neural generalization gradient in the striatum as well as changes in responding during extinction. Moreover, across subjects, the width of generalization was negatively correlated with functional connectivity between the striatum and the hippocampus. This result suggests that hippocampus-striatal connections contribute to stimulus-specific value updating by controlling the width of generalization. In summary, our results shed light onto the neurobiology of a fundamental, similarity-dependent learning principle that allows learning the value of stimuli that have never been encountered.
Introduction
A shiny object on the floor easily compels us to pick it up. Such behavior is caused by a representation of predicted reward: glitter is associated with gold. According to reinforcement learning (RL) theory, reward predictions of different stimuli need to be learned by experience. However, animals and humans approach stimuli that have never been paired with reward but are perceptually similar to a previously rewarded stimulus. This ability, named stimulus generalization (Guttman and Kalish, 1956) , is a key process underlying adaptive behavior because it relieves the learning system from the requirement of strict stimulus identity. For decades, experimental psychology has studied stimulus generalization (Ghirlanda and Enquist, 2003; Pearce et al., 2008) and neuroscientific attempts to capture how the brain generalizes from past experience have focused on acquired equivalence, inference, and categorization (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Seger and Miller, 2010; Chumbley et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2012) . However, the neurobiological mechanisms underlying stimulus generalization have remained unclear.
Stimulus generalization is usually examined by pairing a stimulus with reward [rewarded conditioned stimulus (CSϩ)] and pairing another stimulus with no reward [unrewarded conditioned stimulus (CSϪ)]. Importantly, the sensory features of the CSϩ and the CSϪ differ only in one continuous dimension (orientation, wavelength, etc.). Behavioral generalization gradients are then revealed during a test phase in extinction in which the animal is presented with a set of stimuli that also vary along that dimension (Hanson, 1959) . Although the test stimuli have never been paired with reward, animals respond to test stimuli that are similar to the CSϩ. A key finding in these experiments is the peak shift (Purtle, 1973; Wisniewski et al., 2009; Derenne, 2010) : the peak of the generalization gradient is displaced from the CSϩ, in the direction away from the CSϪ, thereby enhancing the subjective difference between CSϩ and CSϪ.
RL theory provides a powerful framework for the study of learning processes (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . The teaching signals in RL models are reward prediction errors (PEs) that update the reward predictions of sensory stimuli. However, standard RL models fail to account for stimulus generalization because they do not consider the similarity between stimuli. Here we propose a similarity-based RL model wherein stimulus generalization is implemented by PEs that update not only the value of the currently presented stimulus but also of other, similar stimuli that have not been presented. We use an intradimensional discrimination task in combination with fMRI and examine behavioral and neural generalization gradients during the test phase in extinction. We apply our similarity-based RL model to the behavioral and neural data to test whether it accounts for stimulus generalization on both levels. Given previous reports of PE responses in the ventral striatum (O'Doherty et al., 2003), we hypothesized that model-generated PEs correlate with activity in the striatum. Moreover, the striatum is closely connected to the hippocampus (Grace et al., 2007) , and both systems interact during other generalization-like inference phenomena (Wimmer et al., 2012) . Accordingly, we hypothesized that interactions between the striatum and the hippocampus mediate similaritydependent stimulus generalization.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-three healthy subjects (10 females, 21.52 Ϯ 0.43 years old, mean Ϯ SEM) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were included in the experiment. The study was approved by the local ethics review board of the University of Zurich, and subjects provided informed consent to participate.
Experimental design and stimuli. Subjects learned the association between oriented Gabor patches (39°and 51°; Fig. 1C ) and reward or no reward (0 and 30 points, respectively) using a classical conditioning procedure (see below). Each point was converted to 0.01 Swiss Francs (CHF) and paid to the subjects in addition to a 30 CHF show-up fee at the end of the experiment. After learning, subjects performed test sessions (in extinction) while fMRI data were acquired. In each trial of the test phase (see below), 1 of 15 oriented Gabor patches (17°, 21°, 25°, 29°, 33°, 37°,  41°, 45°, 49°, 53°, 57°, 61° , 65°, 69°, and 73°; Fig. 1C ) was presented and no outcome was shown. In total, subjects performed eight test sessions during fMRI acquisition. Before each test session, the conditioning procedure was repeated to refresh stimulus-outcome associations (Fig. 1 D) .
Conditioning procedure. In each trial, subjects were presented with an oriented Gabor patch for 600 ms (Fig. 1 A) . Subjects had to indicate whether the current stimulus will lead to reward (ϩ) or no reward (Ϫ) by pressing a button corresponding to the signs on a response mapping screen. Responses to both CSϩ and CSϪ were required to ensure that fMRI results during the test session are not attributable to differential motor associations (excitation vs inhibition) of CSϩ and CSϪ. The mapping between motor responses and ϩ/Ϫ was randomized in each trial. When subjects pressed a button, the brightness of the signs on the screen Figure 1 . Experimental design and stimuli. A, Classical conditioning procedure. During each conditioning trial, one orientation (CSϩ or CSϪ) was shown for 600 ms. Subjects had to indicate whether the current orientation will be rewarded (ϩ) or not (Ϫ) using a button press. After the response, the outcome was presented (30 or 0 points for CSϩ and CSϪ, respectively). B, Test phase in extinction. In each trial, subjects were presented with 1 of 15 different test orientations and had to indicate whether the current orientation was the one previously associated with reward (ϩ), no reward (Ϫ), or neither of them (ϫ). The mapping between buttons and ϩ/Ϫ/ϫ was randomized in each trial. Importantly, the test was performed in extinction, and thus, no outcomes were provided. C, Stimuli used during training and test phases. Please note that the CSϩ and CSϪ were not shown during the test phase. D, In total, subjects performed eight test runs, and, after each scanning run, the training was repeated for 20 trials.
slightly decreased to indicate that a response has been made. The screen disappeared after 1000 ms (maximum decision time) and was replaced by an outcome screen (1000 ms) indicating the amount of points they received (30 or 0). When subjects failed to respond within 1000 ms, "too slow" was presented instead of the outcome. The CSϩ and CSϪ predicted the outcome with 100% contingency, and the outcome was independent of the correctness of the behavioral response. The association between orientation (39°and 51°) and reward was counterbalanced across subjects. The initial training phase consisted of 20 consecutive trials of CSϩ and 20 consecutive trials of CSϪ (randomized across subjects), followed by 50 CSϩ trials randomly intermixed with 50 CSϪ trials. The retraining sessions between the test sessions consisted of 20 trials with CSϩ and CSϪ trials (10 each) randomly intermixed.
Test in extinction. Each of the eight test sessions during fMRI acquisition consisted of 60 trials. In each trial, subjects saw 1 of 15 orientations for 600 ms ( Fig. 1 B, C) , and each orientation was presented four times per session in pseudorandom order such that each orientation was presented once before orientations were repeated. Please note that the original CSϩ and CSϪ were not shown during the test. Directly after the stimulus, subjects had to indicate whether the current orientation was the one that predicts reward (ϩ), no reward (Ϫ), or neither of both (ϫ), by pressing a button with the index, middle, or ring finger of their right hand, corresponding to the signs on a response mapping screen. The mapping between buttons (fingers) and ϩ/Ϫ/ϫ was randomized in each trial to dissociate signals related to motor preparation and execution from reward predictions. Again, when subjects pressed a button, the brightness of the signs on the screen slightly decreased to indicate that a response has been made and the screen disappeared after 1500 ms (maximum decision time). Importantly, the test was performed in extinction, i.e., no outcomes were shown for all orientations. This design ensured that subjects made motor responses to all stimuli and thus allowed us to observe reward PE responses to all orientations independent of potential confounds attributable to reward feedback, different visual stimulation, and different cognitive or motor demands. Trials were separated by a variable interval ranging from 1.9 to 11.9 s (1.9 s fix, plus a variable interval drawn from an exponential distribution with mean of 2 s, truncated at 10 s).
Similarity-based RL model. The values of all orientations x are stored in a stimulus value buffer SV x (Fig. 2) . On trial t, the predicted reward is given by V t ϭ SV t x . Based on this value, the model makes a response (P) whether the current stimulus is a non-rewarded or rewarded stimulus (probability of a ϩ response ranging from 0 to 1) given by P(ϩ) t ϭ 1 1 ϩ e Ϫ␤ϫ͑VtϪa͒ , where a is the horizontal offset of the sigmoid function, and ␤ is its slope. A PE ␦ is computed as the difference between actual reward received R (1 or 0 for received or omitted outcomes, respectively) and the predicted reward V according to 
G
x is scaled to a minimum and maximum of 0 and 1, respectively, such that xЈ G x ϭ 1 for xЈ ϭ x. The free parameters of this model ( neg , pos , a, ␤, ␣ train , and ␣ test ) were individually fitted for each subject (using all data from initial conditioning, all test runs in extinction, as well as the conditioning sessions between scanning runs) by maximizing the log likelihood estimate, i.e., the logarithm of the product of the modeled probabilities of subjects' actual responses (coded as 1 for ϩ and 0 for Ϫ or ϫ responses, respectively). On average, this fitting procedure yielded the following set of parameters: neg ϭ 21.66 Ϯ 1.68, pos ϭ 17.49 Ϯ 1.54, ␤ ϭ 3.65 Ϯ 0.23, a ϭ 0.48 Ϯ 0.03, ␣ train ϭ 0.85 Ϯ 0.05, and ␣ test ϭ 0.03 Ϯ 0.01. fMRI acquisition and preprocessing. Functional imaging was performed on a Philips Achieva 3 T whole-body scanner equipped with an eightchannel head coil. During each of the eight test sessions, 177 T2*-weighted whole-brain EPI images (37 transversal slices acquired in ascending order) were acquired with a repetition time of 2000 ms. Imaging parameters were as follows: slice thickness, 3 mm; in-plane resolution, 2.75 ϫ 2.75 mm; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 90°. Preprocessing was performed using SPM8 and consisted of slice-time correction, realignment, spatial normalization to the standard EPI template of the Montreal Neurological Institute, and spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM.
fMRI data analysis. To identify brain regions correlating with PEs derived from the similarity-based RL model, we used a general linear model (GLM) with the following three regressors for each of the eight test sessions: (1) onset of expected time of outcome (offset of the response mapping screen), (2) a parametric regressor of stimulus orientation (zstandardized), and (3) a parametric regressor of PE (z-standardized). Because PEs are correlated with stimulus orientation, including orientation as a parametric regressor in the GLM controlled for a simple verbal rule ("angle x is proportional to the probability of reward") and for signals related to the orientation rather than the PE per se. In a separate GLM, we also controlled for an alternative verbal rule ("angles larger than 45°lead to reward"), as implemented by a step function (x Ͻ 45°ϭ Ϫ1 and x Ͼ 45°ϭ 1). This GLM revealed very similar PE results in the striatum (FWE-corrected for the striatum) as the primary model. All regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and together with the motion parameters from the realignment procedure regressed against the BOLD signal in each voxel. Voxelwise second-level t tests (that included neg and pos as covariates) were applied to the resulting parameter estimates of the PE regressor. To identify significant voxels, we used a threshold of p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected for multiple comparisons in the striatum [bilateral caudate and putamen of the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas].
The behavioral generalization gradient showed changes left of the CSϩ (i.e., distal to the CSϪ) across consecutive runs (see Figs. 3B, 4D), which were also predicted by the similarity-based RL model (see Fig. 4C ,D). To investigate whether striatal PE responses elicit similar changes across runs, we defined a functional region of interest (ROI) that is independent of any changes across runs (i.e., unbiased). Specifically, we estimated an additional single-subject GLM with 15 onset regressors, one for the outcome omission of each orientation. The single-subject parameter estimates per orientation (averaged across runs) were then applied to a second-level, one-way ANOVA with repeated measures and 15 levels (one for each orientation). We computed a contrast based on the average (mean corrected and multiplied by Ϫ1) behavioral generalization gradient [average P(ϩ response) across subjects and runs; Fig. 2 A] . This contrast identified peak voxels in the bilateral ventral striatum [left (Ϫ12, 11, Ϫ11) and right (15, 14, Ϫ11)], around which the ROI was created from 9 mm spheres. Please note that the ROI is unbiased because it is not based on regions identified to correlate with model-derived PEs, which already incorporate changes between runs (accordingly, using the parametric PE contrast to define the ROI would result in a biased, i.e., non-independent, ROI). In other words, the resulting ROI is independent of between-run (within-orientation) PE effects but not of between-orientation PE effects. Importantly, because we used this ROI only to test for activity changes between runs (and within orientation), the ROI is independent with respect to the analysis that was performed on the data extracted from this ROI.
Functional connectivity analysis. We investigated PE-related differences in the functional connectivity between the striatum and the hippocampus by using a variant of the psycho-physiological interaction (PPI) model (Friston et al., 1997; Kahnt et al., 2009; Park et al., 2012) . For each subject, the average time course was extracted from voxels in the striatum and multiplied with two indicator variables [one for high and one for low PEs (median split)] that were set to 1 for six volumes (12 s) after each onset of each trial and to 0 otherwise. These two regressors (psycho-physiological regressors for positive and negative PEs) were then included in a GLM along with two HRF-convolved onset regressors (psychological regressors for positive and negative PEs), the average time course in the striatum (physiological regressor), and the six head movement realignment parameters. The parameter estimates of the two psycho-physiological regressors reflect the correlation between activity in the striatum and activity in every other voxel during positive and negative PEs, respectively. In contrast to standard PPI models, the PPI term was then created on the single-subject level by computing the contrast between the parameter estimates of the two psycho-physiological regressors (positive vs negative PEs) (McLaren et al., 2012) . For statistical inference, the resulting contrast images were applied to a second-level one-sample t test that included neg and pos as covariates. We searched for voxels in which functional connectivity (positive vs. negative PE) is significantly correlated with the difference between pos and neg by contrasting these two covariates. Significant correlations between pos Ϫ neg and functional connectivity (positive vs negative PE) were identified using a threshold of p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected for multiple comparisons in the bilateral hippocampus (AAL atlas).
Results

Behavioral generalization gradient
Although the test stimuli were never paired with reward, we found robust and differential ϩ responses to the test stimuli. A one-way ANOVA with repeated measures revealed a significant main effect of orientation (F (14,308) ϭ 53.78, p Ͻ 0.001). The average behavioral generalization gradient during the test phase is depicted in Figure 3A . In line with previous findings (Purtle, 1973; Wisniewski et al., 2009; Derenne, 2010) , we found a strong peak shift, i.e., the peak of the generalization gradient was displaced from the CSϩ, in the direction away from the CSϪ (t test between responses left vs right of the CSϩ; t ϭ 3.28, p Ͻ 0.01). Moreover, response times (RTs) were modulated by the orientation of the stimulus (one-way ANOVA with repeated measures, F (14,308) ϭ 4.83, p Ͻ 0.001) and revealed a similar gradient as the behavioral responses (higher RT with higher probability of ϩ responses).
Extended training and extinction during test trials have been shown to narrow the behavioral generalization gradient and reduce the peak shift (Terrace, 1966; Cheng et al., 1997) . In line with this, we found that responses to orientations left of the CSϩ (i.e., distal to the CSϪ) decreased with successive test runs (Fig.  3B ). To quantify this decrease across runs, we averaged responses left of the CSϩ (first five orientations) and regressed these responses against the run number (1-8) for each subject. As a control, this was also performed for responses right of the CSϪ, in which responses seemed to stay relatively constant across runs. This analysis revealed a significant negative slope for the responses left of the CSϩ (t ϭ Ϫ2.64, p Ͻ 0.05), which was significantly different from that of the responses right of the CSϪ (paired t test, t ϭ Ϫ2.36, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 4 D, right) . Moreover, across runs, the peak of the behavioral generalization gradient seemed to shift back toward the CSϩ (Fig. 3B) . A one-way ANOVA with repeated measures on the peaks revealed a significant main effect of run (F (7,147) ϭ 3.49, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 4 E) and, importantly, a significant linear trend across runs (F (1,21) ϭ 5.48, p Ͻ 0.05), demonstrating that the peak of responding shifts toward the CSϩ across time. A similarity-based RL model To account for the observed behavioral generalization gradients, we designed a similarity-based RL model (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . In this model, learning does not only occur for the stimulus that is present in a trial but also for stimuli that are similar to the current stimulus ( Fig. 2 ; see Materials and Methods). The crucial difference to standard RL models is that the PE is used to update not only the value of the current stimulus x but also the values of all other stimuli xЈ in proportion to their similarity to the current stimulus. This mechanism allows generalization because stimuli can acquire or lose reward value even though they have never been paired with reward or non-reward, respectively. Moreover, positive (outcome better than expected) and negative (outcome worse than expected) PEs can arise from one and the same outcome (i.e., nothing), depending on the relative similarity of the presented stimulus with the CSϩ or the CSϪ.
For each subject, model parameters were fitted separately on a trial-by-trial basis, including all trials from initial training, test runs, and interim training sessions (see Materials and Methods). Importantly, positive PEs and negative PEs are assumed to lead to different widths of generalization. This was implemented by allowing separate model parameters for the width of generalization from positive ( pos ) and negative ( neg ) PEs. To test whether different widths for positive and negative PEs are necessary, we compared this model with a simpler model in which both widths were set to be identical ( pos ϭ neg ). A formal model comparison (accounting for the number of free parameters) revealed that the model with separate widths for positive and negative PEs explained subjects' behavior significantly better than the simpler model (likelihood ratio test, 2 ϭ 727.98, p Ͻ 0.001). Strikingly, across subjects, the widths of generalization gradients for negative and positive PEs ( neg and pos , respectively) differed significantly (t ϭ 2.10, p Ͻ 0.05), with wider generalization for negative than positive PEs (mean Ϯ SEM, neg ϭ 21.66 Ϯ 1.68, pos ϭ 17.49 Ϯ 1.54). This suggests that subjects tend to generalize more in the face of negative outcomes (Schechtman et al., 2010) . Moreover, the widths of generalization gradients were not significantly correlated (r ϭ 0.24, p ϭ 0.27), indicating that generalization from negative and positive PEs represent independent processes. For completeness, we also compared our model with a standard RL model without generalization (i.e., xЈ G x ϭ 1 if xЈ ϭ x, and 0 otherwise). This model learns only the value of the CSϩ and CSϪ during training, whereas the values of all test stimuli remain 0. Accordingly, as can be expected, the similaritybased RL model explained behavior significantly better than the standard RL model (likelihood ratio test, 2 ϭ 5572.3, p Ͻ 0.001).
Comparison of the model and behavioral data
In the following analyses, we compare the behavior of the model with the behavior of the subjects to assess how well the model characterizes subjects' responses during the test trials in extinction. The individually estimated model parameters and the individual sequences of stimuli and responses were used to simulate trialwise ϩ responses [P(ϩ response)] for each subject. Notably, because the test stimuli were never paired with reward, the standard RL model predicts indifferent null responses to all test stimuli. However, the responses of our similarity-based model revealed a generalization gradient (Fig. 4 A) as well as a peak shift (t test between behavioral responses left vs right of the CSϩ; t ϭ 6.27, p Ͻ 0.001), very similar to subjects' actual responses. Indeed, across orientations and subjects, we found a significant correlation (r ϭ 0.96, p Ͻ 0.001) between the responses of the model and the responses of the subjects (Fig. 4 B) .
To investigate whether the model predicts changes in responding across runs, we plotted the model responses for each test run separately. Like the behavioral responses, the predicted responses for orientations left of the CSϩ decreased with successive test runs (Fig. 4C) . Regressing these individual model responses against the run number (1-8) revealed a significant negative slope for the responses left of the CSϩ (t ϭ Ϫ5.37, p Ͻ 0.001), which was significantly different from that of the responses right of the CSϪ (paired t test, t ϭ Ϫ5.33, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig.  4 D, left) . Across subjects, the regression coefficients from the model responses left of the CSϩ were significantly correlated with the regression coefficients from subjects' actual responses (r ϭ 0.87, p Ͻ 0.001). Similarly to subjects' actual behavior, we found that the peak of model responses shifted toward the CSϩ across runs (Fig. 4 E; main effect in ANOVA, F (7, 147) ϭ 3.51, p Ͻ 0.05; linear trend, F (1,21) ϭ 6.88, p Ͻ 0.05). Indeed, the run-wise peaks of the models and the subjects were significantly correlated across subjects and runs (r ϭ 0.76, p Ͻ 0.001). Together, these analyses indicate that our similarity-based RL model closely accounts for the observed behavioral generalization gradients.
PEs in the striatum during test in extinction
In our model, the reward PE forms a teaching signal that drives learning and stimulus generalization. To control for obvious signal differences induced by differential feedback during the outcome phase, we focus on the fMRI data during the test phase and identify brain regions that track the similarity-dependent PE derived from our model. Importantly, in the test phase, stimuli were shown in extinction, that is, without any outcome (blank screen). Thus, trial-by-trial differences in activity cannot be explained by different physical stimuli or different reward outcomes but must purely depend on internal representations of PE. We generated trial-by-trial PEs using our similarity-based RL model. Because none of the test stimuli were ever paired with reward, the standard RL model does not predict any differential PE responses to the test stimuli. Thus, the test session in extinction is the ideal situation to test the predictions of our model. PEs result from violated reward predictions, and negative PEs can be expected at orientations in which reward predictions [i.e., P(ϩresponse)] are high (for the PEs of a single subject as a function of orientation; Fig. 5A ). Moreover, the PEs during extinction decrease the value of the stimuli, leading to smaller PEs across time (for the PEs of a single subject as a function of trial number, see Fig. 5B ). Thus, model-derived PEs vary across both orientation and trials in extinction.
To identify regions in which activity correlates with PEs, we regressed the trial-by-trial vector of signed similarity-dependent PE against the BOLD signal in each voxel during the time of the expected outcome (offset of the response mapping screen; see Materials and Methods). Previous research on associative learning without generalization has revealed PE responses in the human striatum (O'Doherty et al., 2003; Tobler et al., 2006; Kahnt et al., 2009) . In line with these findings, PE signals were significantly related to the activity in the bilateral ventral striatum [left, (Ϫ12, 14, Ϫ11) , t ϭ 4.74; right, (12, 17, Ϫ8), t ϭ 4.70; p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected; Fig. 5C ]. We observed no significant voxels outside the striatum ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE whole-brain corrected). To illustrate the neural responses to the different orientations, we extracted the response amplitudes during outcome omission for each orientation. Signal decreases to omitted outcomes differed as a function of stimulus orientation and showed a similar response profile (including the peak shift) as the behavioral generalization gradient ( Fig. 5D ; please note that this plot is purely illustrative because voxels that correlate with similarity-dependent PE were selected for signal extraction). These data suggest that striatal PE responses generalize in proportion to the similarity between novel and learned stimuli. That is, activity in the striatum represents a neural generalization gradient that mirrors the behavioral generalization gradient. To rule out that these PE responses are simply driven by differences in RT (or task difficulty reflected in RT), we estimated an additional GLM that also included a regressor of trial-by-trial RT. This GLM revealed very similar PE results in the ventral striatum [left, (Ϫ12, 8, Ϫ8 . PEs during the test phase in extinction. A, Model-derived PEs from a single subject as a function of orientation. Note that the most negative PEs occur left of the CSϩ, in which subjects showed highest P(ϩ responses). B, PEs of a single subject as a function of trials within a run. Note that PEs decrease over time (i.e., during extinction). C, Activity in the ventral striatum correlates significantly with similarity-dependent PEs derived from the model. Activity is thresholded at p Ͻ 0.05 FWE corrected for the bilateral striatum. D, Average responses to the omission of outcomes (mean corrected) are plotted as a function of stimulus orientation. Error bars are SEM for n ϭ 23 subjects. E, Change in striatal responses (independent ROI) to omitted outcomes across runs. Dotted bar depicts change of responses to orientations left of the CSϩ (average across orientations indicated by dashed bar in B), and solid bar depicts change of responses to orientations right of the CSϪ (average across orientations indicated by solid bar in B). Changes across runs are regression coefficients from individual regressions of striatal responses on run number. Error bars are SEM for n ϭ 23 subjects.
FWE corrected for the striatum], indicating that PE responses are robust to changes in RT.
Both the observed behavior and our similarity-based RL model indicate that the value of orientations left of the CSϩ decreases across test runs. According to the model, this should be accompanied by increasing (less negative) PE responses to these orientations across runs. To test this prediction on the neural level, we used an unbiased ROI from a contrast that is independent of changes in PEs across runs (see Materials and Methods). As in the behavioral analysis, we regressed the individual responses in this ROI to orientations left of the CSϩ (average of the first five orientations) against the run number (1-8) for each subject. To control for unspecific changes across runs, we performed the same analysis for responses right of the CSϪ (average of the last five orientations). We found a significant positive slope for BOLD responses left of the CSϩ (t ϭ 3.79, p Ͻ 0.01), which was significantly higher than the slope for responses right of the CSϪ (paired t test, t ϭ 2.51, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 5E ). These analyses further corroborate the notion that responses in the striatum reflect signals corresponding to PEs in our similarity-based RL model.
Hippocampal-striatal connectivity predicts generalization
In a next step, we tested the idea that interactions between the striatum and the hippocampus are related to basic similaritydependent stimulus generalization effects. The analyses above have shown that subjects generalized differentially from positive and negative PEs. We reasoned that, if the connectivity between the hippocampus and the striatum mediates generalization, the width of generalizing from positive versus negative PEs ( pos Ϫ neg ) should be correlated with the strength of hippocampalstriatal connectivity during positive versus negative PEs (see Materials and Methods). In line with our hypothesis, we found a significant correlation in the right anterior hippocampus [(33, Ϫ13, Ϫ23), t ϭ 5.18, p Ͻ 0.05, FWE corrected; Fig. 6 ]. In these voxels, functional connectivity with the striatum (during positive vs negative PE) was negatively correlated with the strength of generalizing from positive versus negative PEs. This negative correlation suggests that subjects with weak hippocampal-striatal connectivity tend to update a wide range of stimuli, leading to wide generalization gradients. Conversely, subjects with strong hippocampal-striatal connectivity tend to update stimulus values more discriminatively, leading to narrow generalization gradients. In line with the finding that generalization gradients were significantly wider for negative versus positive PEs, across subjects, stronger hippocampal-striatal connectivity was found for positive versus negative PEs (t ϭ 2.09, p Ͻ 0.05). We observed no significant voxels outside the hippocampus (p Ͻ 0.05, FWE whole-brain corrected).
Finally, we tested whether not only hippocampal-striatal connectivity but also PE-related activity in the hippocampus is related to the width of generalizing from positive versus negative PEs ( pos Ϫ neg ). We did not find any significant correlation in the hippocampus cluster identified above (r ϭ 0.06, p ϭ 0.77) or any other voxel in the hippocampus, even at an uncorrected threshold of p Ͻ 0.001. However, a whole-brain analysis revealed a significant ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE whole-brain corrected) negative correlation between the width of generalizing from positive versus negative PEs and PE-related activity in the left DLPFC [BA 9, (Ϫ51, 14, 43) , t ϭ 7.70]. This finding suggests that the lower the PE-related activity in the DLPFC, the more subjects tend to generalize from positive versus negative PEs.
Discussion
Stimulus generalization relieves individuals from having to learn the reward value of each and every stimulus before these stimuli can be used to guide choices. Conversely, generalizing too widely is maladaptive because no discriminative predictions about reward (or punishment) can be acquired. Despite its importance for adaptive behavior, the computational implementation of stimulus generalization as well as its underlying neural mechanisms have remained unclear. Here we have shown that a novel, similarity-based RL model accounts for both behavioral and neural generalization gradients. We observed PE responses in the ventral striatum to stimuli that have never been paired with reward. Thus, these PE responses rely purely on value representations that have been generalized from the previously rewarded CSϩ. Moreover, functional connectivity between the ventral striatum and the hippocampus predicted individual differences in the width of generalization.
A number of connectionist models have been developed that also explain generalization effects (Pearce, 1994; Saksida, 1999; Ghirlanda and Enquist, 2003; Guillette et al., 2010; Wisniewski et al., 2012) . For instance, a modified perceptron model can account for dynamic changes in generalization gradients over the course of training (Wisniewski et al., 2012) . In contrast to using a neural network model, here we took an RL approach to generalization. RL is rooted in animal learning theory (Sutton and Barto, 1998) , and the computational variables of RL models (such as the PE) reflect neural processes critical for learning (Schultz et al., 1997; Waelti et al., 2001; Montague et al., 2004) , providing a direct link to brain functioning. Because these signals are well documented, a similarity-based modification of RL models is relatively straightforward, and the biological implementation can be easily understood. In our model, the PE is not only used to update the value of the current stimulus but also the value of similar stimuli that have not been presented. This provides a computational mechanism for a fundamental, similarity-dependent learning principle that allows individuals to learn the value of stimuli that have not been paired with reward. Our model predicted the behavioral generalization gradient, including the observed peak shift and changes in responding across test sessions. Also, similarity-dependent PE signals derived from our model were found to correlate with activity in the striatum. Specifically, PE responses in the ventral striatum were not symmetrically distributed around the CSϩ but were displaced from the CSϩ in the direction away from the CSϪ, closely mirroring the behavioral generalization gradient. Moreover, striatal PE responses followed the changes across subsequent test sessions that occurred also in the behavior and were predicted by the model. Given that PEs are teaching signals of the model, these findings suggest that the ventral striatum is the core region for similarity-dependent value updating. The present results thus extend those of previous studies showing PE-related activity in the striatum across a wide range of learning tasks not involving similarity-dependent generalization (O'Doherty et al., 2003; Tobler et al., 2006; Kahnt et al., 2009 Kahnt et al., , 2011 Burke et al., 2010; Park et al., 2010; Daw et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011) . Together, our similarity-based RL model provides a powerful account for stimulus generalization. It can be used to make novel and testable predictions about behavioral and neural effects of stimulus generalization in more complex environments, such as situations involving multiple dimensions or complex patterning (Pearce et al., 2008) .
Subjects generalized differently based on positive and negative PEs. Specifically, wider generalization gradients were found for negative compared with positive PEs. Such wider generalization for negative than positive events is consistent with previous behavioral studies of generalization (Schechtman et al., 2010) and has potential implications for models of anxiety disorders and posttraumatic behavior. Additional analyses on the neurobiological origin of the width of generalization revealed that individual differences in this parameter are mediated by the functional connectivity between the striatum and the hippocampus. Specifically, the width of generalization was negatively correlated with the strength of hippocampal-striatal connectivity. In other words, subjects with stronger connectivity showed more discriminative value updating, whereas subjects with weaker connectivity generalized more widely. Thus, by regulating the width of generalization, the connection between the hippocampus and the striatum implements an essential mechanism for discriminative value updating. Previous research on hippocampal-striatal interactions is in line with this idea. The hippocampus sends excitatory projections to the ventral striatum (Kelley and Domesick, 1982) , and stimulation of the hippocampus causes striatal neurons to enter a depolarized state (O'Donnell and Grace, 1995) . By extension, projections from the hippocampus to the ventral striatum can gate dopaminergic activity in the midbrain (Grace et al., 2007) , suggesting that dopamine may control the width of generalization. Indeed, administration of chlorpromazine, an effective D 2 dopamine receptor blocker, affects generalization gradients in pigeons (Lyons et al., 1973) .
Traditionally, declarative memory processes in the medial temporal lobe (Eichenbaum, 2000; Norman and O'Reilly, 2003; Squire and Wixted, 2011) and RL processes in the striatum (Montague et al., 2004; Frank and Claus, 2006; Samejima and Doya, 2007; Daw et al., 2011) have been conceptualized to work rather independently from each other. Our findings concur with reports of interactions between both systems (Poldrack et al., 2001) , specifically in mediating generalization phenomena such as transitive inference or acquired equivalence Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Moustafa et al., 2010; Wimmer et al., 2012) . Unlike stimulus generalization tasks, in which sensory similarity builds the basis for generalization, in acquired equivalence tasks, physically different stimuli acquire relational similarity through their association with the same stimulus or outcome. Interestingly, an integrated computational model of basal ganglia and hippocampus function predicts specific performance alterations on such tasks in different neurological and psychiatric disorders involving damage in both regions (Moustafa et al., 2010) . Moreover, connectivity between the striatum and the hippocampus correlates with the degree to which subjects acquire and use relational similarity information in a reward-based acquired equivalence task (Wimmer et al., 2012) . Our results extend these findings to basic stimulus generalization in which sensory rather than relational similarity builds the basis for generalization. In particular, by showing that functional connectivity between the striatum and the hippocampus mediates basic similarity-based generalization, our data suggest that interactions between the two systems might be more profound than previously thought.
In theory, a behavioral generalization gradient as observed in our study may occur because of a failure to discriminate between cues (as a result of noise or because of the imprecision of the perceptual system) rather than similarity-dependent updating of reward predictions. Specifically, stimulus generalization (including the peak shift) could also result from forming finer tuning curves for CSϩ and CSϪ by actively delineating a boundary between them. However, in our data, the widths of the generalization gradients for negative and positive PEs were uncorrelated and differed significantly, indicating that generalization from negative and positive PEs represent independent processes. This suggests that similarity-based generalization does not simply reflect a failure to perceptually discriminate the different orientations, because this would have resulted in correlated and statistically indistinguishable widths of generalization gradients for positive and negative PEs. Furthermore, our PE results in the striatum could have been driven by responses to easy versus difficult stimuli (i.e., stimuli farther away from 45°are easier to perceptually discriminate and therefore cause higher striatal activity). However, controlling for trial-by-trial RTs (which should reflect difficulty) did not change the PE results, indicating that difficulty is a very unlikely explanation for our PE findings. Moreover, BOLD responses left of the CSϩ (but not right of the CSϪ) changed across runs, which was predicted by our similarity-based RL model but is hard to explain in terms of difficulty.
Our experiment was explicitly designed to investigate similarity-dependent PEs. This came at the cost of not being able to investigate anticipatory value signals. However, future research should specifically aim at identifying brain regions correlating with anticipatory value signals to provide complementary evidence for the neural basis of similarity-based learning.
In summary, we have shown behavioral and neural reward responses to stimuli that have never been paired with reward. Our proposed model provides a computational mechanism for this fundamental learning principle, which leads to learning in stimuli that have never been experienced. This mechanism is highly adaptive because it allows individuals to behave successfully in novel but similar situations. Our results suggest that functional connections between the hippocampus and the ventral striatum are involved in stimulus generalization by regulating the width of generalization, possibly by exerting control over dopamine transmission. This indicates that stimulus generalization depends on the dynamic interplay between brain regions associated with RL and declarative memory processes.
